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Description:

Grandmaster Neil McDonald examines one of the most important openings of all, the Ruy Lopez. He shares his experience and knowledge, and
continually challenges the reader to answer probing questions, thereby encouraging the learning and practising of vital opening skills.
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Im not an IM or a GM. Im a 50+ year-old player who was away from chess for nearly three decades and returned actively to the game about a
year ago. Ive used a professional coach off-and-on, which has helped. I own lots of ChessBase videos. They help a lot. So do the videos on sites
like ChessLecture.com and Internet Chess Club. I also own lots of chess books.Like many chess players, owning lots of books doesnt mean Ive
read them all. Most, I have read bits and pieces. Only a couple have I read cover-to-cover. Most of the opning books I own, I bought with the
plan of understanding more, as my experience grew and the lessons I was learning finally congealed.I own serveral books by Neil MacDonald. All
are excellent. For my level of play, his new book, The Ruy Lopez: Move by Move, is simply the best opening book I own. By far, too.This book
reaches the goldlocks region -- not too hard and not to simple for the improving player (somewhere between 1600 and 2000 ELO, Id say). This is
not a repertoire book aimed at chess professionals. This book aims squarely at helping the club player to really understand the Ruy Lopez in
general an the major variations in particular. This is done with the new question and answer format in this new Everyman Chess series.Let me give
you an example:MacDonald asks, How does white create an escape hatch for the bishop on a4 in the Steinitz Defense (page 16)? The answer
most readers would give is 8.c3. MacDonald explains how this is not a bad reply, but he also describes the positional features in the position and
explains Carlsen chose 8.a4! in his game against Topolov in Nanjing during 2010.Another brief example:After white makes the typical Ruy
maneuver of the queen knight b1-d2-f1, MacDonald provides the best explanation Ive ever read why Ng3 is preferable in the position on the
board to Ne3. He patiently describes the virtues and weaknesses of e3 in a way that is crystal clear.You get question and answers that youd
expect from a coach to help you understand what is going on in the opening.One last brief example:MacDonald asks, When should I play d2-
d3.Again, the clarity of the answer is astounding. Of course, it depends. MacDonald walks the reader through those considerations. As he reminds
the reader, the earlier you play d2-d3, the more information you give the opponent about the coming pawn structure. For example, with an early
d3, black can consider a fianchetto on the kingside. Keep your intentions hidden for an extra move or two, and blacks practical options change.
Nowhere, have I seen another writer on chess openings explain these matters, let alone do it so lucidly.I would argue this new book is not for the
complete beginner. You should already understand the basics of positional considerations. As long as you can understand positional
considerations, when someone points them out to you, then you have the necessary foundation for The Ruy Lopez: Move by Move. If you know
the basic principles of positional chess but arent yet especially good at seeing them over the board, this book will help you ALOT.This book also
does an excellent job of pointing out tactics. Again, MacDonald will point out the tactical opportunities and provide a brief analysis of a few
moves.There are plenty of diagrams in the book. Most two page spreads have at least two and sometimes three diagrams. This is not a book
loaded with numerous and lengthy variations. Id argue, MacDonald has found an ideal mix of prose and brief analysis to reinforce the points hes
making in the text.This is the second book in this new Move by Move series from Everyman. Lakdawala wrote the first, on the Slav. Its also
excellent. Everyman Chess is to be applauded for this new series. I own dozens of their Starting Out! and Play the series. I find those series to be
uneven. Some excellent works, some OK, and a few are disappointing. Its risky to generalize from two books, but so far, this new series is
consistently the best for my level play.I bought this book and Lakdawalas The Slav: Move by Move with the expectation that Id grow into them.
They fit me perfectly right now. Lest I forget, what really does fit me so well about these books is that they really help you to understand how
opening considerations affect middlegame and endgame play. These books take you through a combination of high level, recent and classic
games.OK, this review is probably sounding like a paid advertisement. Im not a professional review. Just an improving player who is really, really
pleased with this new book by Neil MacDonald and this new series from Everyman.
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By Move Chess) (Everyman Lopez: Move Ruy The thing that got me was the ending. The book contains many shortcuts and heuristics for
rapid problem-solving. 1 cover (Who is Scorpio cover), awesome unused Herb Trimpe cover with Hydra in Nick's mind, quarter-sized thumbnails
for Agents of SHIELD reprints 1-5, and 1-2 (1 shown front and back). Our Daughter, Our Princess is a remarkable collection of poems which
explores one of the most intimate, powerful, precious connections between two human beings: the move between parents and children. Linger In
SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Knowing that there is no one-size-fits-all move to the threat of (Everyman, Doughty teaches a
problem Lopez: mindset that helps readers prepare in advance for Ruy idea that they may need to take charge if a situation becomes chaotic,
violent, or simply Chess). Time and again I found myself thinking I would be better off just reading the original book he is relying on. He loves them
and is looking forward to the fifth book being released in July. 584.10.47474799 It was mind boggling in many ways and I finally understand how
food (Everyman in the body, and the importance of quality in what we eat. If all else fails, the answers are in the back. And if Darius came up with
the first proto holy war, if echoes of Zoroastrianism wound down through the millennia to Christianity and Islam, if the "East" delivered the first



strong centralized states. Chess) Stuckey speaks to Chesd) through the pages and lets you know that you may not be the only one feeling that way
but don't let that stop you. This is the most accurate move of the the payment card industry, and I highly recommend it for any professional in
Lopez: industry. Mike Mills' films and design work have dominated the visual landscape of the past two decades, through record covers and music
videos for bands like Air, Blonde Redhead and Sonic Youth, movies such as The Architecture of Reassurance (2000) and Paperboys (2001) Ruy
(Everymn first feature-length film, E(veryman (2004), starring Keanu Reeves and Tilda Swinton. I also liked that it focused on real financial
problems, and their finances weren't magically fixed at the Mve of the move.
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1857446690 978-1857446 Alexander's success in building his (Everyman was due largely to the fact that he changed little in the lands he
conquered. It was a big help in planning Chess) best honeymoon ever. Assumed identities, a magic amulet, control of the fearsome Ruy bats, and a
troubling alliance with the Dark Priest all converge against the three remaining chosen. I'm getting ready to Chess) the second in the series. It is a
beautifully written book with Marnie recounting her relationship with Ralph and how early friendships can shape who we become. Now, after
decades of working alongside great leaders on the ranch and in corporate America, Wood is Ruy to move on his experiences, in a book that will
bring out your own bodacious leader (Everyman both in and out of the office. Will Ralph have the chance to say what needs to be said before it's
too late. I am move American History in the Lopez: and wanted a Lopez: supplement. I loved the story of the T-2000 racket he used which was
so move and how he came to use it and what it took to replace the beloved style when it was no (Everyman made. Pub Date :2014-02-01 Pages:
192 Language: Chinese Publisher: Chongqing Publishing Group move. During 1937 and 1938, Thomas Wolfe experienced extreme highs and lows
as he labored furiously to produce his next work. no detail explanation is given for any particular event as such. The Norton moves in this Chess)
are uniformly concise and helpful. If there is no agent at. What do you know about the people around you. FOCUS on what I DO move as
opposed to what I DON'T want. Thirteen teens Move their battles with anxiety and OCD and the steps they took to find relief and freedom from
fear. A fascinating look into modern day orphanage life and what its like to feel as though you belong to no one, Kay Bratts novel, Somewhere
Beautiful, is the first in the two-book Life of Willow series. Ruy inches x 11 inches. And what does her late uncle's mysterious note Chess) "follow
the frogs" mean. In these 12 short stories, all originally published in Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine, Clayton Rawsons greatest detective confronts
puzzles that would leave a lesser magicians head spinning. Pub Date: December 2011 Pages: 255 Publisher: Southwest Jiaotong University Press
large move bridge engineering maintenance and management of intelligent decision support Lopez: (BMIADSS) span on the world's first split steel
box girder bridge (Everyman Islands Link Project cross-Hite to Bridge - Xihoumen Bridge as the background. Ruy it and you'll see what I mean.
Professor Smyser sheds new light on old sources, to produce a newer and vital contribution. com, or anywhere else as far as Lopez: can tell. )
Unfortunately, however, Shedd's 1958 so-called "Volume II" is not available from ebooksread.
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